
The Purpose of the 
Prayer Resource 

Guide 

Each of us is on a journey 
to God like our patron 

Augustine. 

The Friends prayer re-
source is offered to you as 
a support in your day to 
day prayer and will be 

sent to you 4 times a year.  

It is centered on the Gos-
pel readings and quotes 
from Augustine. Formation 
material is offered from 
different sources including 
a prayer orientated letter 

from our Chaplain. 
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Dear Friends, 

 The date I have chosen to send this letter is one week after 

St. Augustine’s Birthday which took place on November 13th one 

thousand six hundred and sixty-four years ago.  It is truly 

remarkable that we can call ourselves Friends of St. Augustine 

so many centuries after his little span of life on this earth has 

ended!  

 The reason for his constant modernity lies in his struggle to 

understand and clarify ‘what is Truth’ in the ebb and flow of Life’s 

muddy and chaotic currents.  Like a miner panning for gold  he 

comes up with nuggets of true wisdom time and again  to offer 

searchers in every age.   

“Accordingly, dear reader, whenever you are as certain about 

something as I am, go forward with me; whenever you notice that 

you have gone wrong come back to me; or that I have, call me back 

to you.  In this way let us set out along Charity Street together, 

making towards him of whom it is said “Seek his face always” (Ps. 

105,4).  This covenant, both prudent and pious, I would wish to 

enter in the sight of the Lord our God with all who read what I 

write, and with respect to all my writings”.  [The Trinity 1.1.5] 

 For almost twenty years we here in Australia have both 

been challenged  by Augustine and been supported by his insights 

as we pursue the intellectual and spiritual path he carves out for 

us in his constant seeking for the face of God.  He counsels those 

who make the journey of faith to take an interest in each other’s 

struggles as we continue along ‘Charity street’ together, and 

always to delight in the insights we share which contribute to a 

larger Truth than our own individual efforts could possibly attain.          

 We who have lived through the ‘Information Explosion’ of 

the last century find it hard to conceive how someone in a more 

primitive time could have wrestled with ideas that came from his 

own logic and faith-filled introspection, (with some dialogue 

through letters sent and received), that provides us today with a 

blueprint for so many of our modern problems.  What he has to say 

about slavery, corruption in institutions, the rights of refugees, and 

the sharing of this world's goods are enough to have him banned 

from at least one of the press conference held in our computerized 

information-hungry world.  

 I have always felt that the key to Augustine’s flood of ideas 

that burst forth from him at the time of his conversion lay in his 

experience that the God whom he had sought for everywhere “Was 

within me all the time”.  Once he acknowledged this in-dwelling    
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Presence of the Trinity was within, then his relationship to the world and everyone in it 

changes.  If God was a hidden guest in him, then God must also be at the very heart of all 

others whom he meets,  If that is the case then all human beings no matter their race, culture 

or creed are to be considered as his brothers and sisters, especially once they have been 

baptised into the body of Christ, the Church.   And if they are not baptised he is prepared to 

wait “For who knows what they may be in the future”.    

 Augustine was renowned for welcoming strangers hospitably to his table.  He was 

renowned for maintaining friendships through his whole life.  And he was renowned for his 

ability to create a community around him at every stage of his career.  All of this flowed from 

his honouring of God in each person he met, and this influenced his actions as a Bishop and 

as a judge in the ecclesial court he was obliged to preside over.  Augustine’s ideas about social 

justice are clear.  He is what the Green party of today might call a “redistributionist”.  In his 

political-social theory everything has been laid before us by a generous and bountiful Creator.  

 “God does not demand much of you.  He asks back what he gave you, and from him you take 

what is enough for you.  The superfluities of the rich are the necessities of the poor.  When you 

possess superfluities, you possess what belongs to others”  [Exposition on the Psalms 147.12]  

Therefore, it seems to Augustine, we have no absolute right to private property, either land or 

wealth.  Since all human beings are equal, the rights and needs of all are superior to any 

individual amassing of wealth or power that overrides those in need.  In his Rule of Life he 

makes this a central point as to how we are to live this out: 

“Therefore the degree to which you are concerned for the interests of the community rather 

than your own, is the criterion by which you can judge how much progress you have made.  

Thus in all the fleeting necessities of human life, something sublime and permanent reveals 

itself, namely Love”  [Chapter 5, vs 31] 

 Two days ago on Nov. 18, in his homily for the World Day of the Poor, Pope Francis 

took up Augustine’s theme:  “We Christians cannot stand with arms folded in indifference or 

thrown up in the air in helpless resignation, . This is why it is important for all of us to live 

our faith in contact with those in need,  This is not a sociological option or a pontifical fad. It 

is a theological requirement, to acknowledge one’s own spiritual poverty and that everyone, 

especially the poor, is pleading for salvation”.         

 After the Mass and Angelus, the pope joined some 1,500 poor people in the Vatican’s 

audience hall for a volunteer-served lunch.  He urged everyone to pray for the grace to hear 

the cries of all the poor: “the stifled cry of the unborn, of starving children, of young people 

more used to the explosion of bombs than happy shouts of the playground.”  U.N. groups 

estimate there are some 700 million people in the world who are unable to meet their basic 

needs and that 10 percent of the world’s population lives in extreme poverty.  

 The recent fires in California are a reminder of how easily the savings of the wealthy 

can be lost and how generous people can be in sharing the little that they have left.  In 

Sermon 389.4  Augustine tells us “Has it slipped your mind . . . Christ has received what you 

have given; it has been received by the one who gave you the means to give it; it has been 

received by the one who at the end will give you himself?”   

          With much love,  

Editor of ’Prayer Resource’ and Chaplain:  Paul Maloney, OSA  (02) 9949 4455 paulmal@bigpond.com 


